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Looking for the perfect yarn for the job? 
Start with weight. On the yarn label, 
you’ll see a number and its weight, or 
thickness—the higher the number, the 
bulkier the yarn. Certain weights are 
better for certain projects, so check 
your pattern before you buy.  

You can achieve most special stitches with a standard 
crochet hook, but the Tunisian (or afghan) method calls 
for a whole different tool. Since you cast onto the hook 
like knitting, you need an extra-long hook to work with. 
There’s also the double-ended hook—it allows you to 
stitch from both sides for two-toned projects.

After chaining the day away, you’ll 
need to weave in ends or join two 
pieces together—enter yarn needles. 
They have blunt ends that won’t snag 
yarn fibers, so they’re a better option 
than sewing needles. We sell them 
in metal, plastic and with bent tips 
(these help with grabbing stitches).

 YARN WEIGHTS

 SPECIALTY HOOKS

 YARN NEEDLES
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Here’s our insider’s crochet tip: Make use 
of place markers! You can pin these to 
your work at intervals to avoid counting 
stitches. They come in lots of colors, 
so you can use a variety to indicate 
whatever’s important to you.

Comfort is king when you’re 
working with hook in hand for 
hours on end—and that’s the 
beauty of our crochet-hook 
grips. They come in a set of  
six colors and sizes, so they’re 
ready to use with most hooks!

 GRIPS

 PLACE MARKERS

Not all hooks are created equal—
the hook’s size will affect the look 
of your project. In general, bigger 
hooks work well with bulkier yarns. 
Here’s our list of common pairings.
 
From top to bottom:
• Size N hook (9 mm)  
   for super bulky yarn or roving
• Size K hook (6.5 mm)   
   for chunky or bulky yarn
• Size I hook (5.5 mm) 
   for medium or worsted yarn
• Size F hook (3.75 mm)   
   for fine or baby yarn

 HOOK SIZES



There’s more than one way to crochet. We’ve got hook options for 
every style and preference, so shop around before choosing your fave!
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 TYPES OF HOOKS

1. Luxury ergonomic hook, with a 
    comfortable fit and decorative accents
2. Light-up hook, for seeing stitches 
    in darker yarn colors
3. Ergonomic hook, designed to fit 
    comfortably in your hand
4. Acrylic hook, made of flexible 
    plastic for easy maneuvering

5. Ergonomic hook, with thinner 
    aluminum tip
6. Aluminum hook, highly durable 
    (most common)
7. Luxury acrylic hook, available in 
    several statement colors
8. Bamboo hook, with a warmer feel 
    than aluminum, better for arthritis

9. Large hook, for bulkier yarns or roving 

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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